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EXPLANATORY NOTES
This working document sets out ecodesign and energy labelling requirements for local space
heaters (LSH). The ENER Lot 15 and ENER Lot 20 preparatory study showed that LSH are
significant energy users. The energy saving potential for the entire market segment, based on
differences in seasonal efficiency of current sales and best available technology products varies
from 5% to 40%, depending on the product type. Environmental analysis of the product life
cycle shows that the energy consumption and the emissions during the use phase are the most
significant environmental aspects. For solid fuel LSH the use phase accounts for up to 98% of
the Gross Energy Requirement (GER) and 87% of Particulate Matter (PM). For gaseous/liquid
fuel & electric LSH the use phase is also the dominant phase for the Gross Energy Requirement
and Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) although it must be noted that the distribution of the
environmental impacts varies considerably across the analysed Base-Cases. For example, more
than 90% of impacts of indicators is due to the use phase for some Base-Cases, while for other
Base-Cases, the use phase and the material acquisition phase have similar contributions (even if
distributed differently on the impacts). This is due to the influence of the input parameters such
as the weight of the appliance, its lifespan and its power output.
The solid fuel fired LSH in particular may contribute to local air pollution and this pollution is
associated with health problems, especially with regard to emissions of PM. Using current best
practices, there are many well proven design/operation steps that can be taken to reduce the
impact on environment and health. The PM emissions reduction potential for the products
considered, based on the difference between current sale and best available technology, is in the
order of 60%-90% depending on the product type.
The electrically heated LSH do not allow much improvement of useful efficiency, but the
volume of sales and the installed base, combined with the average use of such products,
especially the stationary electric heaters, make them very significant energy users. Some 80% of
the total overall energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of the gaseous/liquid fuel &
electric LSH can be attributed to electric heating. Still, a reduction of energy consumption of
such products can be achieved by improved control options.
Implementing minimum energy efficiency requirements, maximum emission requirements and
an energy labelling scheme can significantly reduce energy consumption and emissions. This
working document therefore proposes ecodesign and energy labelling requirements related to
local space heaters.
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Form of implementing measures

The working document describes implementing measures in the form of a Regulation for
ecodesign requirements and a delegated Commission Regulation for energy labelling of the
products within scope.
The ecodesign requirements relate to the energy efficiency and emissions from fuel combustion
and/or electricity consumption by LSH, where relevant. The energy labelling requirements
establish a labelling scheme and the provision of supplementary product information. It is
proposed to give the implementing measures the form of two directly applicable Regulations.

Scope

The scope of this working document covers local space heaters (LHS) using electricity or fuels
in gaseous, liquid or solid form for the generation of heat. The latter includes the use of solid fuel
being either biomass or fossil fuels.
The product group is a combination of two product groups, studied under two different lots: The
group comprises solid fuel fired local space heaters (or 'direct heaters') studied under "ENER lot
15 - solid fuel small combustion installations", and gaseous/liquid fuel fired or electric local
space heaters, studied under the "ENER lot 20 - Local room heating products" ecodesign
preparatory study, for both residential and non-residential applications.
Given the similarities in product performance of the local heaters present in these studies, which
is to provide heating comfort in the space it is situated in, it was decided to align the proposed
measures and present these in a combined single Working Document.
Solid fuel (but also gaseous/liquid fuel) LSH that also heat hot water and as such provide a dual
function (direct heating and indirect heating) were not explicitly covered by the preparatory
study as current market significance was considered low. These products have been included in
the scope of this Working Document to avoid unexpected and/or unintended market changes and
because no other Lot has specifically addressed these products.
The Working Document on Lot 15 boilers focuses on products that do not provide local heating.
There is however a need to define the boundary between ENER Lot 15 boilers with relatively
large direct heat losses and ENER Lot 15 local space heaters that can also heat water. This
document proposes a threshold limit for the ratio of the direct heat output by total heat output to
4

allow identification under which Working Document a product would be covered. LSH that can
also transfer heat to water will be designated as LSH with indirect heating functionality.
Also included in the scope are cookers that combine the function of local space heating and
cooking.
In the group of electric LSH electric underfloor heating is also considered to be within the scope.
Electric underfloor systems can be relatively easy to install, even by unprofessional installers.
Although the responsiveness of the system is very much dependent on the thermal mass activated
by it, the useful efficiency is comparable to that of all electric heaters, as are most of the control
options. In order not to introduce a deformed incentive within electric local space heaters, it is
proposed to include electric underfloor heating as 'fixed heater'.
Flue-less LSH are included in the energy labelling proposals but not on the ecodesign proposals.
These products are used mainly for decorative purposes, and despite having a high combustion
energy efficiency1, they are not suitable for space heating. Nevertheless, it is considered
appropriate to inform users about their performance as local space heater via the energy
labelling.
The local space heater is defined as:


Local space heater (LSH) means a space heating device that converts electricity, gaseous,
liquid or solid fuels directly into heat in order to provide heating comfort in the space it is
situated. The LSH can be portable or installed in the building. The LSH can be freestanding or designed to sit in a recess of a wall, under a chimney, in a fireplace or a
structure specifically erected for the product. The LSH can supply heat by direct heat
transfer (radiation and convection), or by simultaneous direct heat transfer in combination
with heat transfer to water for the purpose of space heating (indirect heat transfer).

The requirements shall not apply to:

1

As this product has no flue losses, all heat from combustion is released in the room it is situated, which results in a
high combustion efficiency. However, as the products of this combustion are released indoors, adequate ventilation
must be ensured during operation, in the form of permanent ventilation openings, drawing in fresh air. The required
extra ventilation needed to maintain sufficient indoor air quality severely reduces the overall heating performance of
such products, in particular at colder days when a heating demand is present. Therefore they are considered to be
adequate for ambiance purposes but not for heating purposes, which is also reflected in national legislation
concerning such products.
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LSH with indirect heating functionality and a direct heat output of less than 6% of the
rated heat output as these are to be covered by implementing measures following "ENER
Lot 1 central heating boilers" or "ENER Lot 15 solid fuel boilers".



Electric LSH using a vapour compression cycle as heat generation principle as such
heaters are covered by measures following the "ENER Lot 10 on room air conditioners".



LSH intended for use in sauna's; The scant information on actual sales and usage does not
allow to determine whether measures would be feasible and proportionally effective in
reducing the energy consumption in the EU;



LSH that are "Air curtains": Although this product was included in the preparatory study
as Base Case 9, only a small portion is equipped with an internal (electric) heat generator.
The overwhelming majority of products are indirectly fed by heaters that are covered
under other lots (notably ENER Lot 1 for wet systems and ENER Lot 21 for warm air
systems). Furthermore there is not enough information on actual sales and usage to
determine whether measures would be feasible and proportionally effective in reducing
the energy consumption in the EU.



LSH for non-woody biomass fuels only. These LSH are excluded from the proposed
measures as the market share is estimated to be very low and there is not enough data on
the energy saving and emission reduction potential.



LSH designed and intended for 'outdoor use' as little data on sales and usage exists.



LSH using electricity that generate an electromagnetic radiation, that when characterised
by its luminous flux, wave length range and chromaticity coordinates, have these
products fall in the scope of Regulation 244/2009 (EC)2.

OJ L 76, 24.3.2009, p.3.
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Market structure of the products covered by this working document

The proposed scope comprises several product (sub)groups that share their main performance,
but differ in technology or fuel type used. An overview of (sub)groups within the overall product
group of local heaters is presented below.

open fireplace/stove
closed fireplace
wood stove
solid fuel LSH

coal stove
pellet stove
SHR (slow heat release) stove
solid fuel cooker
gasopen fireplace/stove
gas closed fireplace

local space heaters (LSH)

gas fired LSH
gas stoves
liquid fired LSH
gas cooker

gaseous/liquid fuel LSH

warm air unit heaters
commercial appliances

tube radiant heaters
luminous radiant heaters

portable electric heater
electric LSH

non-storage electric heater
stationary electric heaters
storage electric heater

These subgroups represent the main Base Cases as defined in the respective preparatory studies.
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Market
The market significance (in sales and the resulting stock, according the preparatory studies) of
the products are shown below in million units, indicative for the year 2010:
Table 1 Sales and stock of products within scope

Solid fuel
LSH

Electric
LSH
Gas/liquid
LSH

Nonresidential

SALES [2010]

STOCK [2010]

Open fireplace

0.75

15

Closed fireplace/stoves (except
pellet stoves)

1.55

21

Pellet stoves

0.3

2

Solid fuel cookers

0.5

8

TOTAL solid fuel LSH

3

46

Portable electric LSH

7

65

Fixed electric LSH, including
storage and electric underfloor
heating

13

132

Gas fired

0.7

9

Liquid fired

0.5

5

TOTAL gas/liquid/electric
LSH

21

204

Gas fired warm air unit heaters

0.04

Gas fired radiant heaters

0.05

TOTAL non-residential LSH

0.09

2
2

In the preparatory study the solid fuel LSH sales are estimated to increase from approximately 3
million units in 2010 to over 4 million units in 2020. The stock of solid fuel LSH will increase
from 46 million in 2010 to some 62 million in 2025.
The large stock also means that a significant share of the local space heaters are combined with
other (primary) means of heating, and are thus often used for additional heating comfort,
decorative or ambiance purposes only.
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The preparatory study on gaseous/liquid fuel & electric LSH estimated the sales to stay level at
approximately 20 million residential units and some 0.1 non-residential units. The stock of
gaseous/liquid fuel & electric LSH will also remain level at some 206 million residential units
and some 2 million non-residential units.
The sector is economically significant, representing a total expenditure for solid fuel heaters of
10 billion euro and of gaseous/liquid/electric local space heaters of some 23 billion euro.
Certain assumptions made in the preparatory studies, such as the increase in sales/stock of solid
fuel LSH and the level sales/stock of other LSH, will be re-assessed during the Impact
Assessment phase.

Production
Many local space heaters are manufactured and sold within Europe. Imports are mainly relevant
for small electric heaters and flueless gas/liquid fuel heaters. The actual share of SME-sized
companies in the overall sales volume is unknown, but believed to be significant especially for
solid fuel LSH (no further elaboration is possible by lack of sales data by company size). The
more sophisticated (automated firing) products, may use OEM parts from major (non-SME)
suppliers (e.g. combustion fans, electronics for combustion control).

Representation
The European trade association for the solid fuel LSH is CEFACD (European Committee of
Domestic Heating and Cooking Appliances) and its members are both multinationals as well as
SME-sized companies.
The European trade association for electric LSH is CECED (European Committee of Domestic
Equipment Manufacturers) whose members are mainly multinationals.
Gaseous and liquid fuel LSH manufacturers may be represented by EHI (Association of the
European Heating Industry) as a number of member companies produce such LSH, including
electric LSH.
Stove fitters (mainly tile and mortar types of LSH) are represented by VEUKO (European
Association of Stove Builders), the industry association for slow heat release stoves.
9

Small and medium sized enterprises producing LSH are also represented by EUAPME
(European Association of Craft, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) and NORAPME
(European Office of Crafts, Trades and Small and Medium sized Enterprises for
Standardisation).
Environmental impacts

The preparatory study has shown that for both solid fuel LSH as well as gas/liquid/electric LSH
the most significant environmental parameter is the energy consumption during use.
Specific for solid fuel heaters are other emissions to air during use. These are carbon monoxide
emissions (CO), organic gaseous carbon emissions (OGC) and particulate matter emissions
(PM). Furans and dioxins may also be emitted, especially when combusting woody biomass with
a high share of bark and/or relatively wet fuel conditions.
For gaseous and liquid fuel heaters emissions of NOx may be relevant (as also proposed for the
measures for gaseous or liquid fuel central heating boilers), although for local heaters the NO x
emissions are rarely regulated under national laws.
Other life cycle stages of the products may be more relevant for other impacts than resource
depletion and emissions to air covered above, but are not as significant at EU level due to the
relatively high impacts associated with energy consumption and other emissions and are
therefore not proposed for regulating.

Improvement potential

The preparatory studies have identified an improvement potential in energy efficiency realisable
at no excessive life cycle costs for the heaters within scope. Therefore this working document
proposes ecodesign minimum energy efficiency requirements for these heaters.
For solid fuel LSH there is also improvement potential present in the air emissions during
combustion. Furthermore, it can be expected that regulating emissions of OGC, together with
energy efficiency, PM and CO, will result in a reduction of these emissions, which reduces the
need for additional regulation.
To illustrate the improvement potential for energy efficiency, the table in Appendix I gives an
overview of minimum efficiency as required according EN test standards, the UK (SAP rating)
10

and Germany (BImSchV-1) , the minimum, average (Base Case) and best efficiency according
the Lot 15 and Lot 20 study and the efficiency achieved by best available technology as
established by HETAS. The efficiencies are expressed on the NCV (Net Calorific Value) of the
fuel.
An initial analysis of the data provided by the preparatory studies and modified for the purpose
of this WD indicates an overall energy consumption of LSH of 2 350 PJ (653 TWh) primary
energy in year 2010, of which some 1 650 PJ (458 TWh) primary energy or 70% is consumed by
electric products, some 600 PJ (167 TWh) by solid fuel products and the remaining 100 PJ (28
TWh) by gas (or oil) fired LSH in the year 2010, increasing to some 2 470 PJ (686 TWh) in 2030
if no additional measures are taken.
The proposed measures of this working document are estimated to realise annual saving of some
110 PJ (30.6 TWh) on primary energy consumption in 2020, and 320 PJ (88.9 TWh) in 2030.
Table 2 Estimated annual primary energy savings for type of fuel

2020

2030

[PJ]

[TWh]

[PJ]

[TWh]

Solid fuel LSH

38.5

10.7

147.2

40.9

Liquid / gas LSH

2.2

0.6

6.4

1.8

Electric LSH

69.3

19.3

166.4

46.2

Total

110

30.6

320

88.9

The analysis also indicates a emission of particulate matter (PM) of 157 kt in 2010, reducing to
97 kt in 2030 (existing technology trends and policies considered), The proposed measures of
this working document are estimated to realise a additional saving of 19 kt in 2020 and 48 kt in
2030.

Existing legislation

The product group of LSH is currently not subject to product specific European environmental
legislation, although relevant European legislation in the field of safety, both mechanical and
electrical, applies and harmonised standards have been issued for this purpose. The Construction
Products Regulation covers LSH insofar these are considered part of the building installations
(portable types are likely excluded), but no minimum requirements or mandatory information
requirements have been issued. Indirectly Directive 2010/31/EU on the Energy Performance of
11

Buildings (EPBD) might also cover LSH as these are heating installations, as might other
Directives relating to air quality.
LSH are regulated by Member States in different ways, not only in actual threshold levels but
also in the way to establish these. Especially the solid fuel LSH may be regulated as regards
efficiency and emissions to air during combustion. The preparatory studies describe legislation
applicable to LSH in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Poland, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Sweden. Not all regulations cover all aspects, some focus
on emissions, others on energy efficiency.
Outside the EU there are minimum requirements applicable to LSH in the USA (ASHRAE
standard 103, AFUE), Canada, Australia, Russia and Japan.
Besides mandatory requirements, most of the countries mentioned above, within and outside the
EU, also have introduced voluntary labelling.

Proposed measures

This Working Document proposes requirements based on the seasonal energy efficiency of LSH.
This seasonal energy efficiency is based upon the active mode efficiency as established by
current standards and corrected for influence of capacity control, time and temperature control,
auxiliary electricity losses and ignition power losses.
Requirements relating to emissions to air are based upon current methods for establishing these.
Solid fuel LSH
It is proposed to regroup the originally 7 Base Cases identified in the preparatory study ENER
Lot 15 for residential solid fuel fired LSH into three main groups. The reason is to simplify the
number of product groups for which measures will be developed by removing overlapping
groups (BC2 closed fireplace, BC3 wood stove, BC4 coal stove, BC6 slow heat release stove and
BC7 pellet stove all have the same main working principle: closed fire combustion, ). The
following grouping is proposed:


Open fires (formerly BC1, open fireplace inset): this group covers open fire insets (not selferected hearth fires with only a firebed, or other "one-off's") and/or freestanding products
with an open fire, which can be equipped with features that increase convective heat
12

emission and/or features that allow heating of water (for domestic hot water generation or
space heating).


Closed fires (formerly BC2, BC3, BC4, BC6 and BC7): this group comprises closed fire
insets or freestanding products, commonly referred to as insets or freestanding stoves with
firedoors, offering control over combustion air supply. This includes stoves that are
characterised as slow heat release stoves and/or stoves that run on pellets only, and which can
be equipped with features that increase convective heat emission and/or features that allow
heating of water (for domestic hot water generation or space heating).



Cookers (formerly BC5): this group comprises products that combine within the enclosure of
the product a local space heating function and a cooking function (oven and/or hob), and
which can be equipped with features that increase convective heat emission and/or features
that allow heating of water (for domestic hot water generation or space heating);

A group of products often referred to as "LSH with indirect heating functionality" have not been
identified as Base Case in the preparatory study as current sales are very small. Still, such
products, which differentiate themselves from ENER Lot 15 boilers by their relatively large
direct heating component, are to be covered by the measures proposed in this document in order
to prevent possible loophole effects within the group LSH and between ENER Lot 15 boilers.
The threshold on the basis of which such products are allocated under ENER lot 20 local space
heaters (this document) and not ENER Lot 15 boilers is a minimum ratio of direct heat to total
heat output of 6%, in conformity with procedures applied by HETAS (United Kingdom body for
solid fuel and biomass heating systems, fuels and services). The hot water function of such LSH
with indirect heating functionality and other types of LSH with this 'dual function' shall be
considered by introducing a correction on the minimum energy efficiency requirements.
The minimum ecodesign requirements on energy efficiency and on emissions of CO, OGC and
PM are calculated as follows:


TIER I ecodesign requirements on energy efficiency are based on the minimum efficiencies
set by EN standards or higher, in case a higher efficiency is already implemented in a market
with significant sales.



TIER II ecodesign requirements are based on the minimum efficiencies that are foreseen to
be introduced in the near future by countries with significant sales.
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TIER III ecodesign requirements on energy efficiency are based on the efficiencies achieved
by current best available technologies (BAT).

TIER II and TIER III ecodesign requirements on emissions of CO, OGC and PM are based on
the BImSchV 1 (Regulation on small and medium-sized combustion plants - Germany) and
BImSchV 2 (Second Ordinance Implementing the Federal Pollution Control Act, Ordinance on
Emission control of volatile halogenated organic compounds – Germany) and other information
presented in the preparatory study.
Note that the threshold values are seasonal efficiencies values, which are based on the active
mode efficiency, corrected by effects of heating controls, auxiliary electricity and pilot flame
losses.
The proposed implementing measures need to be in line with ENER Lot 15. In addition, is is
considered desirable that BAT biomass LSH have a higher class (A+) than BAT gas / oil LSH
(A).
In correspondence to the Working Document on solid fuel boilers (ENER Lot 15) the seasonal
efficiency of biomass heaters will be corrected by a Biomass Conversion Coefficient (BCC) of
1.4 to take into account the renewable character of biomass fuel.
The type of heater (and/or fuel) are to be shown on the label, with help of a specific icon.
Electric LSH
Electric LSH are included in the scope for requirements as their sales and energy consumption
are the highest of all types of LSH, and improvement options do exist. The seasonal efficiency of
these products, as established in the "Calculation and Measurement" section of this Working
Document allows consideration of controls as means to improve the rating.
The active mode efficiency is by default set to 40%, which takes into account the conversion
factor of 2.5 related to transforming primary energy in electricity, as indicated in Directive
2006/32/EC3, Annex II based on the European average of conversion of primary fuels into
electricity.

3

OJ L 114, 27.4.2006, p. 64.
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This active mode efficiency is then corrected by factors relating to the influence of controls and
standby power to arrive at a seasonal efficiency.
Different ecodesign requirements apply to fixed and portable electric LSH as the usage patterns
are very different.
Electric heaters are proposed to be classified on the same scale as fuel fired LSH. This approach
is consequent with implementing measures proposed under ENER Lot 1 on space heaters, ENER
Lot 2 on water heaters, ENER Lot 13 on tumble driers and ENER Lot 22 on domestic ovens.
Residential gaseous/liquid fuel LSH
This Working Document proposes to regroup thegaseous and liquid fuel fired heaters covered by
the Lot 20 preparatory study into "flue-less" products, "open fire" products and "closed fire"
products, in order to align the regulatory approach towards the largest technical differences.

The ENER Lot 20 preparatory study described two Base Cases (BC1: the (free standing) gasfired heater, BC2: the gas-fired fire) as these have the highest sales and energy consumption.
These are flued products, in the sense that products of combustion are to be evacuated by
connection to a flue duct or chimney. The mainly gas fired heaters can be identified as either
open fire or closed fire products.
Flueless heaters are included in the labelling scope although they have limitations regarding
installation and performance. The consequences on indoor air quality of products of combustion
require a minimum room size and air exchange rate when in use. These installation requirements
should be regulated by Technical Building Codes at Member State level. Providing information
to consumers about the energy efficiency of these products through energy labelling is
considered adequate. They should also be included in order to create a level playing field for all
residential products and avoid loopholes.
Certain gas fires are intended to be installed under a chimney, possibly in an existing fireplace,
and evacuate the products of combustion through this chimney. If the entry of flue gases to the
chimney is not sealed from the indoor space, additional indoor air is drawn through the chimney
(induced draft) creating extra energy losses. These appliances are not considered true heating
appliances, similar like flue-less heaters.
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As only closed and open fire gaseous/liquid fuel heaters are considered true local space heaters
and flue-less or open to chimney gaseous/liquid heaters are mainly used for decorative /
ambiance functions, the ecodesign requirements apply to open and closed fire products only, as
this is where most of the energy savings can be realised. Nonetheless, to inform consumers about
energy efficiency when delivering a certain "heating performance" the flue-less and open to
chimney products are also to be covered by labelling.
The ecodesign requirements are in conformity to the requirements set out in the preparatory
study, to which a third TIER, at the level of best available technology, is added.
Note that efficiency will be indicated as seasonal efficiency, which includes corrections for
control options, auxiliary electricity consumption and ignition power consumption (where
applicable).
Non-residential gaseous/liquid fuel LSH
The Working Document proposed the subdivision of these products into three groups: Warm air
unit heaters, luminous heaters and tube heaters as these products were identified in the
preparatory study as the most significant products. As indicated under "Scope" the product group
'Air curtains' is excluded from the scope of the document. Electric heaters that provide heat
mainly by radiation are to be covered by measures proposed for electric heaters, also if they are
designed for the non-residential market. The non-residential heaters that emit radiant heat such as
luminous or tube heaters are assumed to be solely gas-fired.
The energy efficiency is calculated as proposed in the preparatory study, by taking into account
active mode energy efficiency, effects of type and spread of heat emission (specific air throw for
warm air unit heaters and radiant factor for luminous and tube heaters) and effects of controls,
auxiliary electricity use and ignition power losses.
As regards ecodesign requirements on energy efficiency the TIERs are as proposed in the
Working Document.
No energy labelling requirements are proposed as the non-residential heaters are relatively close
as regards energy performance and efficiency and therefore do not allow for a reasonable
distribution of energy classes over the range available on the market as required by Article 10 of
Directive 2010/30/EU4.

4

OJ L 153, 18.6.2010, p. 1.
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In addition, the market of non-residential products requires heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) professionals who are capable of correctly dimensioning and specifying
which commercial local space heater should be selected if they are provided with the relevant
information from manufacturers.
Seasonal efficiency and 'standard' efficiency
The table below shows for each possible standard efficiency of products within scope (expressed
on the basis of NCV of fuels, as established by most applicable standards), the seasonal
efficiency expressed on GCV of fuels and based on the calculation method proposed in this
document.
The seasonal efficiency values assume zero contribution of control options, except for Pellet,
Gas and Electric LSH where the seasonal efficiency is presented for two extremes: with zero
controls and options with +10% control corrections (these control corrections relate to factor F1
and F2 in the calculation method). For solid fuel LSH the biomass conversion coefficient BCC =
1.4 applies as well.
Table 3 Relation of thermal efficiency in NCV and seasonal efficiency in GCV of various products within scope

Standard
efficiency (NCV)

Seasonal efficiency
(GCVar, including Biomass Conversion Factor where appropriate)
Wood
Pellet
Coal
Natural Gas
Electric
ctrl+10%
ctrl+10%
ctrl+10%

40%
41%

42%

30%

27%

37%

47%

50%

35%

33%

43%

50%

53%

38%

36%

46%

60%

66%

48%

45%

55%

65%

73%

53%

49%

59%

70%

79%

58%

54%

64%

75%

85%

87%

62%

58%

68%

80%

92%

94%

104%

67%

63%

73%

85%

98%

100%

110%

72%

67%

77%

107%

117%

72%

82%

90%

30%

40%

The relation between 'standard' efficiency and (approximate) seasonal efficiency can also be
presented graphically, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 1 Relation thermal efficiency in NCV and seasonal efficiency in GCV for certain products within scope

Roughly speaking open fires (insets) have a standard efficiency ranging from approximately 41%
NCV to around 50% NCV, closed fires start from approximately 70% NCV up to 90% NCV
(mainly pellet heaters, as these allow good control over combustion parameters using fan assisted
draught).
Electric heaters, although with relatively high thermal conversion efficiency are rated against a
default primary energy conversion factor of 2.5 and achieve if no control options are applied a
value of 30%, or with "+10%" control options a value of 40%.
The translation of the standard efficiency into Labelling class ratings is presented in the figure
below (label class limits as in Lot 1 - see Energy Labelling Requirements).
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Table 4 Energy efficiency classes achieved by different fuels

150%
125%

Pellet

98%

36%
34%

Electric

Coal

75%

Natural Gas

82%

Wood

90%

30%

International dimension
The preparatory study did not identify a significant share of extra EU imports, but data on this
subject is scarce.
Impact on other EU legislation
No EU legislation focusing specifically on energy efficiency and/or emissions of local space
heaters has been identified.
At member state level specific legislation for gas and oil-fired local space heaters exists in the
UK, requiring for example a minimum efficiency of 70% (NCV)/63% (GCV) for gas heaters
used as primary heating (other values apply to other heaters, installation circumstances).
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The measures proposed in this working document will help to harmonise these limit values as
this is one of the goals of the Directive 2009/125/EC, Article 1(1).

Applicable standards
Table 5 Overview of applicable standards

Solid fuel fired LSH
EN 13229
EN 13240,
EN 14785
EN 15250
EN 12815
EN 12809
Liquid fuel LSH
EN 1:1998-05 + A1
2007-04
EN 267
EN 461
EN 449 [2002]

EN 521
EN 1596
EN 13842

Open fire LSH, LSH with functional modifications
Closed fire LSH, LSH without functional modifications
if using pellets,
if slow heat release stove
Cookers
Independent boilers

Flued oil stoves with vaporizing burners
Automatic burner with blower for liquid fuels standard specifies
requirements for testing, terminology, construction and operation
Specification for dedicated liquefied petroleum gas appliances flueless
nondomestic space heaters not exceeding 10 kW
Specification for dedicated liquefied petroleum gas appliances Domestic flueless26 space heaters (including diffusive catalytic
combustion heaters)
Portable vapour pressure liquefied petroleum gas appliances
Specification for dedicated liquefied petroleum gas appliances - Mobile
and portable nondomestic forced convection direct fired air heaters
Oil-fired air heaters. Fixed and transportable for room heating

Gaseous fuel LSH
Non-domestic LSH
EN 416-1
EN 416-2
EN 419-1
EN 419-2
EN 525

Single burner gas-fired overhead radiant-tube heaters
(Safety)
Single burner gas-fired overhead radiant-tube heaters
(Rational use of energy)
Non-domestic gas-fired overhead luminous radiant heaters
(Safety)
Non-domestic gas-fired overhead luminous radiant heaters
(Rational use of energy)
Gas-fired air heaters without heat exchangers with forced convection for
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EN 613
EN 621

EN 777
EN 778

EN 1020

EN 1196
EN 12669
EN 13410

Domestic LSH
EN 509
EN 1319
EN 1266
EN 13278
EN 14337
EN 14829

Electric LSH
IEC/EN 60335-1

IEC/EN 60335-2-30
IEC/EN 60335-2-53
IEC/EN 60335-2-61
IEC/EN 60335-2-96

heating non-domestic rooms. nominal heat input not exceeding 300 kW
Independent gas-fired convection heaters
Non-domestic gas-fired forced convection air heaters for space heating
not exceeding a net heat input of 300 kW, without a fan to assist
transportation of combustion air
Multi-burner gas-fired overhead radiant tube heater systems for nondomestic use – Part 1 - 4
Gas-fired air heaters with forced convection for heating non-domestic
rooms. nominal heat input not exceeding 70 kW; without a fan to assist
transportation of combustion-air and / or exhaust
Non-domestic gas-fired forced convection air heaters for space heating
not exceeding a net heat input of 300 kW, incorporating a fan to assist
transportation of combustion air and/or combustion products
Gas-fired air heaters for domestic and non-domestic use - Additional
requirements for condensing air heaters
Direct gas-fired hot air blowers for use in greenhouses and
supplementary non-domestic space heating
Gas-fired overhead radiant heaters - Ventilation requirements for nondomestic premises

Decorative fuel-effect gas appliances
Domestic gas-fired forced convection air heaters for space heating, with
fan-assisted burners not exceeding a net heat input of 70 kW
Independent gas-fired convection heaters incorporating a fan to assist
transportation of combustion air and/or flue gases
Open fronted gas-fired independent space heaters
Heating systems in buildings. Design and installation of direct electrical
room heating systems
Independent gas-fired flueless space heaters for nominal heat input not
exceeding 6 kW

Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - rated voltage:
250V for single-phase appliances, up to 480V for others, not intended
for appliances for domestic use as usual5
Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - particular
requirements for room heaters
Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - particular
requirements for sauna heating appliances
Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - particular
requirements for thermal storage room heaters28
Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - particular

5

Deals with the safety of electric thermal-storage room heaters intended to heat the room in which they are located,
their rated voltage being not more than 250 V for single phase and 480 V for other appliances.
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IEC/EN 60335-2-106
IEC/EN 60531
IEC/EN 60675-1
IEC/EN 60704-1

IEC/EN 60704-2-2

IEC/EN 60704-2-5

IEC 60800
IEC/TS 62395-2
EN 12098 – 3
EN 12098 – 4
EN 12098 – 5

Other
IEC/EN 60335-2-102

requirements for flexible sheet heating elements for room heating
(installed in building structure)
Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - particular
requirements for heated carpets and for heating units for room heating
Household electric thermal storage room heaters - methods for
measuring performance
Household electrical direct-acting room heaters – methods for measuring
performance
Household and similar electrical appliances - test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical noise: particular requirements for
electric thermal storage room heaters
Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise emitted by
household and similar electrical appliances. Particular requirements for
storage heaters
Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise emitted by
household and similar electrical appliances -- part 2: particular
requirements for room heaters of the storage type
Heating cables with a rated voltage of 300/500 V for comfort heating
and prevention of ice formation
Electrical resistance trace heating systems for industrial and commercial
applications - Part 2: Application guide for system design, installation
and maintenance
Control for heating systems – Part 3 Outside compensated control
equipment for electrical systems
Control for heating systems – Part 4 Tariff compensated optimum
start/stop control equipment for electrical systems
Control for heating systems – Part 5 Start-stop schedulers for heating
systems

Household and similar electrical appliances - safety - particular
requirements for gas, oil and solid-fuel burning appliances having
electrical connections

The figure below gives the applicable standard for solid fuel products that have or haven't a
functional modification.
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A product without functional modification is built-in in such a way the combustion process,
temperatures etc. are not changed by its installation (e.g. by having enough space between
appliance and surrounding). Test = freestanding 13240.
A product with functional modification is built-in in such a way the combustion process,
temperatures etc. are changed by its installation (e.g. by direct contact of the appliance and its
surrounding). Test = built in 13229.
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ECODESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The proposed ecodesign requirements are set out based on the findings of the ENER Lot 15
preparatory study for solid fuel local space heaters and the ENER Lot 20 preparatory study for
gaseous / liquid / electrical local space heaters.
The proposals are aligned with the proposal developed for ENER Lot 15 solid fuel boilers (< 500
kW), which in turn takes into account the proposal for ENER Lot 1 central heating boilers and
combination boilers and further information retrieved during the preparation of these documents.

Subject matter and scope



This working document proposes ecodesign requirements for the placing on the market or the
putting into service of 'local space heaters'.



These proposals shall not apply to:
o local space heaters that are not factory assembled, or are not provided as a factory
prefabricated components or parts to be assembled on site;
o local space heaters using gaseous or liquid fuels that are flueless heaters or open to
chimney heaters;
o Local space heaters using a vapour compression cycle (either driven by electric
compressors or fuel fired heaters);
o Local space heaters that are designated for the combustion of biomass other than woody
biomass.

Definitions

In addition to the definitions set out in Article 2 of Directive 2009/125/EC, the following
definitions shall apply:
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'Direct heat output' means the heat output of the product to the space the product is situated,
not counting the heat output of the product to water, if capable of indirect heating
functionality;



'Indirect heating functionality' means the product is capable of transferring part of the total
heat output to water, for use as space heating or domestic hot water generation.



flue-less heater means a local space heater, using gaseous or liquid fuels, of which the
products of combustion are emitted in the space the product is situated and which are not
luminous heaters;



open to chimney heater means a local space heater, using gaseous, liquid or solid fuels
intended to sit under a chimney or in a fireplace without sealing between the product and the
opening of the chimney or fireplace, and allowing the products of combustion pass
unrestricted from the fire-bed to the chimney or flue.



open fire heater means a local space heater, using gaseous, liquid or solid fuels, of which the
supply of air for combustion cannot be controlled by the product itself, which is sealed to a
chimney or fireplace opening (thereby sealing off possible entry of ambient air or escape of
products of combustion and restricting the passing of products of combustion) or requires a
flue duct for the evacuation of products of combustion;



closed fire heater means a local space heater, using gaseous, liquid or solid fuels, which
allows control over the supply of air for combustion by manipulating the product itself and
which is sealed to a chimney or fireplace (thereby sealing off possible entry of ambient air or
escape of products of combustion and restricting the passing of products of combustion) or
requires a flue duct for the evacuation of products of combustion;



cooker means a local space heater that integrates in one enclosure the function of a local
space heater, or a LSH with indirect heating functionality, and a hob and/or oven to be used
for prepraration of food and which is sealed to a chimney or fireplace (thereby sealing off
possible entry of ambient air or escape of products of combustion and restricting the passing
of products of combustion) or requires a flue duct for the evacuation of products of
combustion;



'fuel fired heater' means either a flue-less heater, open to chimney heater, open fire heater,
closed fire heater or cooker.
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room sealed heater means a local space heater, using gaseous, liquid or solid fuels, of which
the combustion chamber is sealed from the space the product is situated and which draws air
for combustion from the outdoor environment directly through a dedicated duct, and which
allows control over the supply of air for combustion by manipulating the product itself;



portable heater means a local space heater, using electricity to generate heat and which is not
(semi)permanently attached to the building fabric



fixed heater means a local space heater, using electricity to generate heat, which is
(semi)permanently attached to the building fabric and which is not capable of storing thermal
energy



storage heater means a local space heater, using electricity to generate heat, which is
(semi)permanently attached to the building fabric and which is capable of storing thermal
energy6;



electric heater means a portable heater, fixed heater or storage heater.



'residential heater' means either a fuel fired heater or an electric heater.



warm air unit heater means a local space heater, using gaseous or liquid fuels, which is
equipped with a fan for the distribution of heat over the space it is situated and is intended to
be used in connection to a flue duct or chimney for evacuation of products of combustion and
which is not intended to be connected to ducts to transport the warm air to other spaces7;



luminous heater means a local space heater, using gaseous fuels, of which the burner is to be
directed towards the place of use so that the heat emission of the burner, being predominantly
infrared radiation, directly warms the subjects to be heated and of which the products of
combustion are emitted in the space the heater is situated;



tube heater means a local space heater, using gaseous fuels, which is equipped with a single
burner, placed in a tubular enclosure, which heats up due to the combustion taking place;

6

Electric heaters that combine the functionality of a 'fixed heater' (e.g. electric convector or radiant heating) and a
storage heater shall be considered a storage heater
7

This definition will be brought in line with forthcoming Working Documents for ENER Lot 21.
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which is to be placed near the place of use, so that the subjects to be heated are directly
warmed by primarily the infrared radiation from the tubular enclosure, which can be directed;
and of which the products of combustion are to be evacuated through a flue duct;


'non-residential heater' means either a warm air heater, luminous heater or tube heater.



'rated heat output' (Prated) means the total heat output of the LSH when providing a direct
heat output and indirect heat output in case the product is providing an indirect heating
functionality, expressed in kW;



'solid fuel' means a fuel for combustion, which is solid at normal indoor room temperatures:
o biomass fuel means a solid fuel, the origins of which are either the biodegradable fraction
of products, waste and residues from biological origin from agriculture (including vegetal
and animal substances), forestry and related industries including fisheries and
aquaculture, as well as the biodegradable fraction of industrial and municipal waste;
Examples of typical biomass fuel for LSH are log wood, chipped wood, compressed
wood (including pellets), briquettes, sawdust and non-woody biomass such as straw,
kernels and grains;
o other solid fuels, such as fossil fuels (bituminous coal, brown coal, coke, anthracite) or
peat;
o 'woody biomass fuel' means a biomass fuel made from log wood, chipped wood or
compressed wood;
o 'non-woody biomass fuel' means a biomass fuel not made from log wood, chipped wood
or compressed wood.



'gross calorific value moisture free' (GCVmf) means the total amount of heat released by a
unit quantity of fuel dried of all inherent moisture, when it is burned completely with oxygen,
and when the products of combustion are returned to ambient temperature; this quantity
includes the condensation heat of the water vapour formed by the combustion of any
hydrogen contained in the fuel;



'gross calorific value as received' (GCVar) means the total amount of heat released by a unit
quantity of fuel measured with all moisture present, when it is burned completely with
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oxygen, and when the products of combustion are returned to ambient temperature; this
quantity includes the condensation heat of the water vapour formed by the combustion of any
hydrogen contained in the fuel;


'seasonal energy efficiency' (ƞs) means the ratio between the space heating demand supplied
by a LSH and the annual energy consumption required to meet this demand, expressed in %;



'active mode efficiency'(ƞson) means a weighted average of the useful efficiency at rated heat
output and the useful efficiency at part load, expressed in %; For electric heaters the active
mode efficiency is by default 40%;



'useful efficiency at rated heat output' means the ratio of the rated heat output and the total
energy input of the LSH, expressed in %, whereby the total energy input is expressed in
terms of GCVar;



'useful efficiency at a part load heat output' means the ratio of a part load heat output and the
total energy input of the LSH to achieve this part load heat output, expressed in %, whereby
the total energy input is expressed in terms of GCVar, and whereby the part load heat output
may be achieved by the product operating intermittently between two levels of heat output;



'biomass conversion coefficient' means a coefficient applied for correction of the active mode
efficiency of a solid fuel LSH operating on biomass fuel, reflecting the renewable character
of biomass fuels versus the non-renewable character of other solid fuels; the value of the
biomass conversion coefficient is BCC = 1,4 for biomass fuels; the value of the biomass
conversion coefficient is BCC = 1,0 for other solid fuels;



'outdoor use'8 means the product is protected from intrusion of foreign small objects larger
than 1 mm diameter and shows no water penetration into the product, in such a quantity, or in
such a position, as to prevent satisfactory operation of the item or to present a safety risk,
when exposed to water spray splashed against the enclosure from all directions from an
oscillating tube, with each spray nozzle giving a flow rate of 0.07 l/min, for ten minutes.
Alternatively, a standardised spray nozzle, producing a spray of 10 l/min, may be used. If this
spray nozzle is used, the exposure time is 1 min/m², with a minimum of five minutes.

8

This description is in conformity of IP44 protection class according IEC 60529.
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Calculations for ecodesign requirements

For solid fuel LSH the Lot 15 preparatory study proposed minimum energy efficiency
requirements based on a level of energy efficiency that would result in the least life cycle cost for
specific heaters within this subgroup. Furthermore the preparatory study proposed maximum
emission limit values for emissions to air carbon monoxide, organic gaseous carbon and
particulate matter, during combustion, at levels that represent an improvement over the minimum
levels as established by standards EN 13240 and EN 13229.
For gaseous/liquid/electric LSH the lot 20 preparatory study proposed minimum energy
efficiency requirements based on the energy efficiency that would result in the least life cycle
cost for specific heaters within this subgroup.
For electric LSH the lot 20 preparatory study did not propose specific energy efficiency
requirements. Nevertheless it recognised that electric products accounted for most of the energy
consumption of products under the lot and that if requirements were to be set they should be
based on primary energy consumption and the use of controls.
The current EN standards that apply to the products within scope establish an efficiency value
based on the net calorific value of the fuel (for electric heaters it is based on electricity
consumption). The most recent proposals for fuel fired products however are based on the gross
calorific value of the fuel, as is the case in the Lot 1 proposal.
Since solid fuels usually contain moisture before combustion the energy content of the solid fuel
shall be based on the gross calorific value 'as received' (GCVar), not as 'moisture free'. If certain
parameters of the fuel are known, the calculation of GCVar is relatively straightforward9.
9

(

Where


w is the moisture fraction as received (% points);



a is the ash fraction (moisture free or dry basis);



H is the mass fraction of hydrogen in sample (moisture free);
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)

If the moisture content, the hydrogen content and the energy content (in whatever form, NCV or
GCV) of the fuel is known, the GCVar can be calculated using one or more of the expressions
below (ar = 'as received' or 'wet basis', mf = 'moisture free', or 'dry basis', daf = 'dry, ash free'):

In case GCVmf and moisture content are known GCVar is defined as:



where 'GCVmf' is the gross calorific value of the dry fuel (moisture free), expressed in
MJ/kg, and 'm' is the moisture present in the fuel before combustion (as received),
expressed in weight percentage [%].

For all LSH changes with regard to the proposed methodology for establishing energy efficiency
minimum requirements have been introduced. The main differences are:


A correction factor for biomass fuels, the Biomass Conversion Coefficient (BCC), has
been introduced to take into account the renewable nature of biomass fuels.



Correction factors regarding the control of the heat output of the appliance are
introduced. This is done in a way similar to the Lot 1 proposal, where a default negative
correction is applied. Two factors are identified, F(1) for the control of the heat output of
the product and F(2) for the control of indoor (room) temperature and the timing of this.



A correction factor F(3) is introduced for inclusion of losses due to auxiliary electricity
consumption, including standby power consumption.



A correction factor F(4) is introduced for inclusion of losses due to ignition power
consumption (such as a gas pilot flame).
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Ecodesign requirements

Gaseous / liquid and electric LSH
The energy efficiencies of Lot 20 LSH are established by various technical standards, the
references of which are shown in table 5. These standards currently prescribe calculation of
energy efficiency on NVC basis if combustion of fuels takes place.
In other ecodesign/labelling proposals, in particular the proposal for Lot 15 solid fuel boilers,
(and also in EPBD related standards for HVAC equipment) the gross calorific value of fuels is
used for establishing energy efficiency. Furthermore, in other proposals electricity consumption
is accounted for in terms of primary energy, for which a conversion factor of 2.5 applies.
The proposals for gaseous and liquid fuel LSH are identical to the recommendations in the
preparatory study, apart from the following aspects:


The useful (energy) efficiency (related to thermal conversion) is based on the GCV value
of the fuel/energy input10;



The useful energy efficiency is corrected for control aspects, as well as auxiliary
electricty consumption and pilot flame losses, to arrive at a seasonal energy efficiency.
The effect of various control options on the seasonal efficiency is explained in section xx
;

The preparatory study did not present Ecodesign proposal for electric heaters as there is no
improvement potential for the useful efficiency. However, the study identified saving potential
related to the use of controls, which is in this proposal considered by the introduction of the
seasonal efficiency. Therefore, in this proposal Ecodesign requirements are established which
take into account the available potential related to use of controls. In order to make the seasonal
efficiencies comparable to that of fuel fired LSH, and coherently with other proposed measures,
the efficiency is expressed in primary energy.
For LSH used primarily in non-residential settings similar remarks apply: the basis of the
efficiency calculations is the GCV of the fuels and useful efficiency is corrected to arrive at
seasonal efficiency. For luminous and tube heaters the heat transfer mechanism is different to
10

As gaseous or liquid fuels for heating do not contain relevant amounts of moisture, there is no need to distinguish
GCV 'as received' as the value is virtually the same for GCV 'moisture free'.
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that of other products as the capability of the unit to direct the heat to the area where it is needed
is of great importance. This effect is captured more fully by the radiant factor than the thermal
conversion efficiency alone. Therefore for these products the useful efficiency is based on the
radiant factor of the appliance. The effects of control options apply as for the other products.
Solid fuel LSH
The energy efficiencies of Lot 15 LSH are established by various technical standards, the
references of which are shown in table 5. These standards currently prescribe calculation of
energy efficiency on NVC 'as received' basis.
In other ecodesign/labelling proposals, in particular the proposal for Lot 15 solid fuel boilers,
(and also in EPBD related standards for HVAC equipment) the gross calorific value of fuels is
used for establishing energy efficiency.
The proposal for solid fuel LSH deviates from the recommendations in the preparatory study for
the following aspects:


The useful (energy) efficiency (related to thermal conversion) is based on the GCV ar
value of the fuel/energy input;



The useful energy efficiency is corrected for control aspects, to arrive to the seasonal
energy efficiency. The effect of various control options on the seasonal efficiency is
explained in Annex II.



The seasonal energy efficiency for biomass LSH is corrected by a 'biomass conversion
factor' equal to 1.4, which is to take into account the renewable character of biomass fuel.
For LSH which are not operated with biomass, the conversion factor is equal to 1.0. This
biomass conversion factor will be coordinated by other measures proposed under Lot 15
for central solid fuel boilers.

Due to these conversions (NCVar to GCVar, consideration of control options in a seasonal
efficiency, correction for biomass fuel) the ecodesign minimum energy efficiency requirements
proposed in this Working Document can no longer be compared to the values originally
proposed in the Lot 15 LSH preparatory study. The underlying useful energy efficiency values
(in NCV) are however very close to the values identified for the base cases in the Lot 15 study
(in NCV).
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In addition to requirements relating to energy efficiency, this proposal also addresses the
emissions to air from solid fuel LSH during use. The emissions considered are: carbon
monoxide, a poisonous gas; organic gaseous carbon - a group of emissions related to low level
ozone and smog and that is also indicative for the level of emissions of other polluting or
hazardous substances such as various aromatic compounds; and particulate matter emissions
which introduce health risks when inhaled. Nitrogen oxides are not regulated for solid fuel
products used as local space heaters as most of the NOX stems from the fuel itself and can hardly
be influenced by ecodesign measures taken by the manufacturer.

Requirements for seasonal space heating efficiency
Based on the above remarks, this working document proposes minimum energy efficiency
ecodesign requirements and emission limit values for the products falling under the scope of the
proposed measure, as follows:
Table 6 Overview of Ecodesign requirements for seasonal efficiency

Solid fuel LSH
/ biomass

Solid fuel LSH
/ fossil
Electric LSH
Gaseous/liquid
fuel LSH

TIER I

TIER II

TIER III

Open fire

42%

50%

56%

Closed fire

79%

85%

98%

Optional: pellet LSH

93%

100%

106%

Cookers

66%

79%

92%

Open fire

30%

35%

40%

Closed fire

58%

62%

72%

Cookers

48%

58%

67%

Portable

30%

31%

32%

Fixed

30%

35%

40%

Open fire

30%

36%

Same

Closed fire

45%

54%

63%

53%

65%

71%

67%

79%

90%

64%

73%

85%

Warm air heaters
Non-residential
Luminous heaters
LSH
Tube heaters

Values are in seasonal efficiency, according calculation method described further on, on basis of
energy input as GCV as received.
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For LSH 'with indirect heating functionality' the same table with values raised by 6% applies.
TIER I, TIER II and TIER III will come into force according to the following schedule:


From [two years after the proposed Regulation has come into force] the seasonal space
heating efficiency of LSH shall not be less than TIER I values.



From [four years after the proposed Regulation has come into force] the seasonal space
heating efficiency of LSH shall not be less than TIER II values.



From [six years after the proposed Regulation has come into force] the seasonal space
heating efficiency of LSH shall not be less than TIER III values.

Requirements for emissions during combustion
Based on the above remarks, this working document proposes emission limit values for the
following substances.
Emissions of Carbon Monoxide (CO)
The products listed below shall have an maximum emission of CO equal to or below the values
shown in the table below, expressed as mg/Nm3 at 13% O2.
The same values apply for products providing in local space heating or local space heating in
combination with water heating.
Table 7 Overview of maximum emission requirements for Carbon Monixide

Solid fuel LSH only 1st tier 2nd tier 3rd tier
Open fire

3500

2000

1500

Closed fire

3500

2000

1250

if using Pellets

500

400

250

Cooker

4500

3500

1500
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Emissions of Organic Gaseous Carbon (OGC)
The products listed below shall have an maximum emission of OGC equal to or below the values
shown in the table below, expressed as mg/Nm3 at 13% O2.
The same values apply for products providing in local space heating or local space heating in
combination with water heating.
Table 8 Overview of maximum emission requirements for Organic Gaseous Carbon

Solid fuel LSH only 1st tier 2nd tier 3rd tier
Open fire

160

120

80

Closed fire

160

120

80

if using Pellets

100

60

40

Cooker

160

120

80

Emissions of Particulate Matter (PM)
The products listed below shall have an maximum emission of PM equal to or below the values
shown in the table below, expressed as mg/Nm3 at 13% O2.
The same values apply for products providing in local space heating or local space heating in
combination with water heating.
Table 9 Overview of maximum emission requirements for Particulate Matter

Solid fuel LSH only 1st tier 2nd tier 3rd tier
Open fire

150

75

40

Closed fire

150

75

40

if using Pellets

100

50

30

Cooker

150

75

40

Requirements on product information
From [insert date] the following information shall be supplied along with the products within
scope .
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Table 10 Product information requirements

Manufacturer
Model identification
Type
Fuel used for assessment
Seasonal space heating efficiency

[%]

Rated output power

[kW]

Efficiency at rated power, based on net calorific value fo fuel

[%] NNCV(ar)

Efficiency at part load power, based on net calorific value fo
fuel

[%] NCV(ar)

Part load output as percentage of rated output

[%]

Emissions of CO at rated power

[mg/Nm3 at 13% O2]

Emissions of OGC at rated power

[mg/Nm3 at 13% O2]

Emissions of PM at rated power

[mg/Nm3 at 13% O2]

Control options applied (use descriptions provided)
F(1):
F(2):
If the manufacturer indicates the product can be used for both biomass and fossil solid fuels, the
product information required in the table above shall be completed for at least one biomass fuel
and one fossil fuel.
If the manufacturer indicates the solid fuel heater can also be used with non-woody biomass, the
type of this non-woody biomass shall be indicated and the ecodesign requirements shall also be
met when using this non-woody biomass.

Conformity assessment
A conformity assessment shall be carried out according to Article 8(2), and Annex IV (Internal
design control) or Annex V (management system for assessing conformity) of Directive
2009/125/EC.
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Verification procedure for market surveillance
When performing the market surveillance checks referred to in Directive 2009/125/EC, Article
3(2), member States authorities shall apply the verification procedure set out in Annex III-2 of
the working document.

Indicative benchmarks
The benchmarks in energy efficiency are identical to the TIER 3 requirements. The benchmarks
in emissions during combustion are as indicated in Annex III-3

Review
A review of the proposed requirements shall be presented to the Consultation Forum, depending
on technological progress and not later than 7 years after entry into force.
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ENERGY LABELLING REQUIREMENTS
The proposed energy labelling is based on the latest Lot 1 approach, also using a seasonal
efficiency and using the same class limits. The method for calculating the seasonal efficiency is
however slightly different between Lot 1 and Lot 15 boilers and the LSH covered this document.
An A+++ to G label is proposed to get full alignment with Lot 1/Lot 15 boilers.
Biomass solid fuel LSH will be able to populate classes D to A, or A+ in case of pellet stoves.
Fossil solid fuel LSH will come in energy class F to D. Residential gas heaters will populate
classes F (for open fires) to D, possibly C if highly efficient and with good control options.
Electric heaters are present in class F (portable and little control options) to D (fixed, with more
control options).
Figure 2 Energy efficiency classes achieved by different fuels

150%
125%

Pellet

98%

36%
34%
30%
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Electric

Coal

75%

Natural Gas

82%

Wood

90%

The energy label design will show the energy efficiency, the heat output (direct and indirect
where applicable) Differences with the Lot 1 label are the following:


Some Lot 1 labels are not applicable (due to the scope of this proposal).



The design of the label does not provide information on "sound power level"



Energy classes for biomass and for non-biomass fuels will both be shown in the label, if
dual fuel is applicable. In that case, two arrows will be displayed.

Labelling of the package
In Lot 1 and to some degree possibly also in Lot 15 boilers, the product may be placed on the
market in a package, combining an main boiler and supplementary boilers or equipment, such as
heat pumps and solar thermal systems. Such packages are rare for LSH and this is therefore not
proposed in this Working Document.

Energy efficiency classes
The seasonal energy efficiency classes of a LSH shall be calculated in accordance with point 3 of
Annex IV-5.
Energy efficiency classes are based on seasonal efficiency modified by correction factors derived
from the use of controls. The values are based on those used in ENER Lot 1
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Table 11: Seasonal space heating energy efficiency classes for LSH

Seasonal space heating energy efficiency
class

Seasonal space heating energy efficiency, in
%

A+++

≥ 150

A

125 

< 150

A+

98 

< 125

A

90 

< 98

B

82 

< 90

C

75 

< 82

D

36 

< 75

E

34 

< 36

F

30 

< 34

++

G

< 30

Responsibilities of suppliers and timetable
Suppliers shall ensure that:


A label is made available for local space heaters placed on the market;



A product fiche is made available for local space heaters placed on the market;



The technical documentation for local space heaters is made available on request to the
authorities of the Member States;



Any advertisement for a specific model of domestic local space heaters contains the
energy efficiency class, if the advertisement discloses energy-related or price information;



Any technical promotional material concerning a specific model of local space heaters
which describes its specific technical parameters includes the energy efficiency class of
that model;

The energy efficiency classes for the local space heaters label shall be based on the calculation
method set out in the relevant Regulation.
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Responsibilities of dealers
Dealers shall ensure that:


Local space heaters at the point of sale bear the label provided by suppliers in accordance
with the relevant Regulation on the outside of the front or top of the appliance, in such a
way as to be clearly visible;



Local space heaters offered for sale, hire or hire purchase where the end-user cannot be
expected to see the product displayed, as specified in Article 7 of Directive 2010/30/EU,
are marketed with the information provided by suppliers in accordance with the relevant
Regulation in the format specified in the relevant Regulation;



Any advertisement for any form or medium of distance selling and marketing concerning
a specific model of local space heater contains a reference to the energy efficiency class,
if the advertisement discloses energy-related or price information;



Any technical promotional material concerning a specific model which describes the
technical parameters of a local space heater includes the energy efficiency class(es) of the
model;

Measurement and calculation methods
The information to be provided under the relevant Regulation shall be obtained by reliable,
accurate and reproducible measurement procedures, which take into account the recognized state
of the art calculation and measurement methods, as set out in the relevant Regulation.

Verification procedure for market surveillance purposes
When Member States assess the conformity of the declared energy efficiency class(es) and the
energy consumption, they shall apply the procedure laid down in Annex IV-6 of this proposed
Regulation.
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Review
A review of the proposed requirements shall be presented to the Consultation Forum, depending
on technological progress and not later than 7 years after entry into force.
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ANNEX I - DEFINITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANNEX II TO IV
Scope
LSH with an indirect heating functionality of which the part of the rated heat output transferred
to water does not exceed 94% and whose total rated heat output does not exceed 70 kW.

Definitions

In addition to the definitions set out in Article 2 of Directive 2009/125/EC, and definitions under
Ecodesing requirements chapter in this document, the following definitions shall apply:


'direct heat output' (Pdirect) means the heat output of the product to the space surrounding the
product by radiation and/or convection of heat, as emitted by or from the product itself,
expressed in kW.



'indirect heat output' (Pindirect) means the heat output of the product to a heat transfer fluid, in
most cases water, in order to heat a heat-storage tank or heat emitters, by the same heat
generation process that provides the direct heat output of the product, expressed in kW.



'part load' (%) means the ratio between the heat output of a LSH operating intermittently, or
at an output lower than the rated heat output, and the same rated heat output.



'heat output at part load' (Ppart) means the heat output of the LSH for a specified part load
operation, expressed in kW;

Definitions for the purpose of calculating correction factor F(1-4)


'Radiant Factor (RF)' means the ratio of the infrared heat output of the product compared to
the total energy input when providing the rated heat output, calculated as infrared energy
output divided by total energy input calculated on basis of the net/gross calorific value of the
fuel when providing the rated power;



single stage means that the product is not capable of automatically varying its output
capacity. Manual stoked products are 'single stage' as no automatic stoking is present;
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two-stage means the product is capable of automatically varying its output capacity between
two levels of output;



variable output means the product is capable of automatically varying its output capacity
between three or more levels of output;



output by convection only means the 'electric storage heater' cannot vary its heat output;



forced draft output, not variable means the heat output of the 'electric storage heater' is
supported by the use of forced air convection, which can be turned on or off;



forced draft output, variable to input from control options means the heat output of the
'electric storage heater' is supported by the use of forced air convection, which can be turned
on or off and can also run at different speeds;



'manual control' means the product is not capable of automatically controlling its heat output
in relation to the actual indoor air temperature and depends on user to realise a required heat
output;



'integral thermostat' means the product is capable of automatically regulating its heat output
through on/off operation, in relation to the actual indoor air temperature and a desired indoor
air temperature, through temperature sensing devices and an interface which is integral to the
product itself;



'on/off room thermostat' means the product is capable of automatically regulating its heat
output through on/off operation, in relation to the actual indoor air temperature and a desired
indoor air temperature, controlled through temperature sensing devices and an interface
which is not integral to the product itself;



'modulating room thermostat' means the product is capable of automatically regulating its
heat output in three or more distinct levels, in relation to the actual indoor air temperature
and a desired indoor air temperature, controlled through temperature sensing devices and an
interface which is not integral to the product itself;



'programmable timer' means the product allows the programming of at least two
combinations of an indoor air temperature and a time period this temperature shall be
achieved or maintained;
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'distance control' means the product has a room thermostat and a programmable timer, that
can be controlled by a user which is not situated in the same space the product is situated in,
by an interface which is connected to the product through a data network;



'maximum electric power consumption' means the electric power consumption of the product
while providing the rated heat output. The electric power consumption shall be established
without consideration of the power consumption of a circulator in case the product offers
indrect heating functionality and a circulator is incorporated. For electric heaters the value is
zero by default;



'minimum electric power consumption' means the electric power consumption of the product
while providing a heat output at a part load of 50%. The electric power consumption shall be
established without consideration of the power consumption of a circulator in case the
product offers indrect heating functionality and a circulator is incorporated. For electric
heaters the value is zero by default;



'standby electric power consumption' means the electric power consumption of the product
while in standby mode, expressed in kW;



‘standby mode’ means a condition where the product is connected to the mains power source,
depends on energy input from the mains power source to work as intended and provides only
the following functions, which may persist for an indefinite time: reactivation function, or
reactivation function and only an indication of enabled reactivation function, and/or
information or status display;



off mode means a condition in which the equipment is connected to the mains power source
and is not providing any function; the following shall also be considered as off mode:
a) conditions providing only an indication of off-mode condition;
b) conditions providing only functionalities intended to ensure electromagnetic
compatibility pursuant to Directive 2004/108/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council11;

11

OJ L 390, 31.12.2004, p. 24.
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'pilot flame fuel consumption' means the fuel consumption of gaseous, liquid or solid fuel of
the product for the provision of a flame to serve as an ignition source for the more powerful
combustion process needed for rated or part load heat output;



'flow rate' means the volume of heated air displaced per hour at rated heat output, in [m3/h]
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ANNEX II - CALCULATION AND TESTING
Transitional measurement method for LSH
References are proposed to be published in the Official Journal for the purpose of transitory
measurement methods for the implementation of the proposal.
References
Table 12 Overview of parameters and references to standards for measurement / calculation

Parameter

ESO

GCVar, GCVmf

Reference / title
Solid fuel fired LSH
based on FprEN 14961-1:2009

CEN
rated heat output (Prated)
heat output at part load
(Ppart)
direct heat output (Pdirect)
indirect heat output
(Pindirect)
useful efficiency at rated
heat output (ηrated)
useful efficiency at part
load heat output (ηpart)
electric power
consumption at rated
heat output (elmax)
electric power
consumption at part load
heat output (elmin)
electric power
consumption when in
standby mode (elsb)
fuel consumption for
maintaining a pilot light
(or comparable function)
(Ppilot)

Notes
solid fuel fired LSH product
efficiency to be expressed on gross
calorific value of fuel

The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
standards is not finalised.
Yet the following standards are thought
to be applicable:
EN 13229 (open fire)
EN 13240 (closed fire)
EN 14785 (pellets)
EN 15250 (slow heat release)
EN 12815 (cookers)
EN 12809 (LSH with indirect heating
functionality)

Liquid fuel fired LSH
GCVar, GCVmf

CEN

rated heat output (Prated)
heat output at part load
(Ppart)
direct heat output (Pdirect)

CEN

liquid fuel fired LSH product
efficiency to be expressed on gross
calorific value of fuel
The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
standards is not finalised.
Yet the following standards are thought
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Parameter
indirect heat output
(Pindirect)
useful efficiency at rated
heat output (ηrated)
useful efficiency at part
load heat output (ηpart)
electric power
consumption at rated
heat output (elmax)
electric power
consumption at part load
heat output (elmin)
electric power
consumption when in
standby mode (elsb)
fuel consumption for
maintaining a pilot light
(or comparable function)
(Ppilot)

rated heat output (Prated)

ESO

Reference / title
to be applicable:

Notes

EN 1:1998-05 + A1 2007-04: Flued oil
stoves with vaporizing burners
EN 267: Automatic burner with blower
for liquid fuels standard specifies
requirements for testing, terminology,
construction and operation
EN 461: Specification for dedicated
liquefied petroleum gas appliances
flueless nondomestic space heaters not
exceeding 10 kW
EN 449 [2002]: Specification for
dedicated liquefied petroleum gas
appliances - Domestic flueless26 space
heaters (including diffusive catalytic
combustion heaters)
EN 521: Portable vapour pressure
liquefied petroleum gas appliances
EN 1596: Specification for dedicated
liquefied petroleum gas appliances Mobile and portable nondomestic
forced convection direct fired air
heaters
EN 13842: Oil-fired air heaters. Fixed
and transportable for room heating
Electric LSH
The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
standards is not finalised.
Yet the following standards are thought
to be applicable:
IEC/EN 60335-1: Household and
similar electrical appliances - safety rated voltage: 250V for single-phase
appliances, up to 480V for others, not
intended for appliances for domestic
use as usual
IEC/EN 60335-2-30: Household and
similar electrical appliances - safety particular requirements for room
heaters
IEC/EN 60335-2-53: Household and
similar electrical appliances - safety particular requirements for sauna
heating appliances
IEC/EN 60335-2-61: Household and
similar electrical appliances - safety particular requirements for thermal
storage room heaters28
IEC/EN 60335-2-96: Household and
similar electrical appliances - safety particular requirements for flexible
sheet heating elements for room
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Parameter

ESO

Reference / title
heating (installed in building structure)
IEC/EN 60335-2-106: Household and
similar electrical appliances - safety particular requirements for heated
carpets and for heating units for room
heating
IEC/EN 60531: Household electric
thermal storage room heaters - methods
for measuring performance
IEC/EN 60675-1: Household electrical
direct-acting room heaters – methods
for measuring performance
IEC/EN 60704-1: Household and
similar electrical appliances - test code
for the determination of airborne
acoustical noise: particular
requirements for electric thermal
storage room heaters
IEC/EN 60704-2-2: Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical
noise emitted by household and similar
electrical appliances. Particular
requirements for storage heaters
IEC/EN 60704-2-5: Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical
noise emitted by household and similar
electrical appliances -- part 2:
particular requirements for room
heaters of the storage type
IEC 60800: Heating cables with a rated
voltage of 300/500 V for comfort
heating and prevention of ice formation
IEC/TS 62395-2: Electrical resistance
trace heating systems for industrial and
commercial applications - Part 2:
Application guide for system design,
installation and maintenance

Notes

Gaseous fuel fired LSH, except warm air heaters, luminous heaters and tube heaters
GCVar, GCVmf
CEN
gaseous fuel fired LSH product
efficiency to be expressed on gross
calorific value of fuel
rated heat output (Prated) CEN
The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
heat output at part load
standards is not finalised.
(Ppart)
Yet the following standards are thought necessary to identify whether in or
direct heat output (Pdirect)
to be applicable:
outside scope (alignment with lot 15
boilers needed)
EN 509: Decorative fuel-effect gas
indirect heat output
appliances
(Pindirect)
EN 1319: Domestic gas-fired forced
useful efficiency at rated
convection air heaters for space
heat output (ηrated)
heating, with fan-assisted burners not
useful efficiency at part
exceeding a net heat input of 70 kW
load heat output (ηpart)
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Parameter
electric power
consumption at rated
heat output (elmax)
electric power
consumption at part load
heat output (elmin)
electric power
consumption when in
standby mode (elsb)
fuel consumption for
maintaining a pilot light
(or comparable function)
(Ppilot)

ESO

GCVar, GCVmf

CEN

rated heat output (Prated)
heat output at part load
(Ppart)
useful efficiency at rated
heat output (ηrated)
useful efficiency at part
load heat output (ηpart)
flow rate
electric power
consumption at rated
heat output (elmax)
electric power
consumption at part load
heat output (elmin)
electric power
consumption when in
standby mode (elsb)
fuel consumption for
maintaining a pilot light
(or comparable function)
(Ppilot)

CEN

Reference / title
EN 1266: Independent gas-fired
convection heaters incorporating a fan
to assist transportation of combustion
air and/or flue gases
EN 13278: Open fronted gas-fired
independent space heaters
EN 14337: Heating systems in
buildings. Design and installation of
direct electrical room heating systems
EN 14829: Independent gas-fired
flueless space heaters for nominal heat
input not exceeding 6 kW

Notes

Warm air heaters
gaseous fuel fired LSH product
efficiency to be expressed on gross
calorific value of fuel
The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
standards is not finalised.
Yet the following standards are thought
to be applicable:
EN 525: Gas-fired air heaters without
heat exchangers with forced convection
for heating non-domestic rooms.
nominal heat input not exceeding 300
kW
EN 613: Independent gas-fired
convection heaters
EN 621: Non-domestic gas-fired forced
convection air heaters for space heating
not exceeding a net heat input of 300
kW, without a fan to assist
transportation of combustion air
EN 778 Gas-fired air heaters with
forced convection for heating nondomestic rooms. nominal heat input not
exceeding 70 kW; without a fan to
assist transportation of combustion-air
and / or exhaust
EN 1020: Non-domestic gas-fired
forced convection air heaters for space
heating not exceeding a net heat input
of 300 kW, incorporating a fan to assist
transportation of combustion air and/or
combustion products
EN 1196: Gas-fired air heaters for
domestic and non-domestic use Additional requirements for
condensing air heaters
EN 12669: Direct gas-fired hot air
blowers for use in greenhouses and
supplementary non-domestic space
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Parameter

ESO

GCVar, GCVmf

CEN

rated heat output (Prated)
heat output at part load
(Ppart)
useful efficiency at rated
heat output (ηrated)
useful efficiency at part
load heat output (ηpart)
radiant factor (RF)
electric power
consumption at rated
heat output (elmax)
electric power
consumption at part load
heat output (elmin)
electric power
consumption when in
standby mode (elsb)
fuel consumption for
maintaining a pilot light
(or comparable function)
(Ppilot)

CEN

GCVar, GCVmf

CEN

rated heat output (Prated)
heat output at part load
(Ppart)
useful efficiency at rated
heat output (ηrated)
useful efficiency at part
load heat output (ηpart)
radiant factor (RF)
electric power
consumption at rated
heat output (elmax)
electric power
consumption at part load
heat output (elmin)
electric power
consumption when in
standby mode (elsb)
fuel consumption for
maintaining a pilot light
(or comparable function)
(Ppilot)

CEN

Reference / title
heating
Luminous heaters

Notes

gaseous fuel fired LSH product
efficiency to be expressed on gross
calorific value of fuel
The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
standards is not finalised.
Yet the following standards are thought
to be applicable:
EN 419-1: Non-domestic gas-fired
overhead luminous radiant heaters
(Safety)
EN 419-2: Non-domestic gas-fired
overhead luminous radiant heaters
(Rational use of energy)

Tube heaters
gaseous fuel fired LSH product
efficiency to be expressed on gross
calorific value of fuel
The identification of the
description/location of parameters in
standards is not finalised.
Yet the following standards are thought
to be applicable:
EN 416-1: Single burner gas-fired
overhead radiant-tube heaters
(Safety)
EN 416-2: Single burner gas-fired
overhead radiant-tube heaters
(Rational use of energy)
EN 777:
Multi-burner gasfired overhead radiant tube heater
systems for non-domestic use – Part 1 4
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Additional elements for measurement and calculations related to the seasonal energy efficiency
of LSH.
Test points
For solid fuel LSH, liquid fuel fired LSH and gaseous fuel fired LSH (except warm air heaters,
luminous heaters and radiant heaters) the following parameters shall be established for the rated
heat output and as well as the heat output at a part load of 50%:
 heat output, in kW;
 electric power consumption, in W.
If the product can only provide a heat output at a part load > 50%, the part load output and
related useful efficiency shall be established on the basis of intermittent operation (whereby the
values will be the average over the time period needed for intermittent operation), using the
lowest heat output value provided by the product.
For warm air heaters, luminous heaters and radiant heaters the following parameters shall be
established for the rated heat output and as well as the heat output at a part load of 50%:
 useful efficiency;
 heat output;
 auxiliary electric power consumption.
If the product can only provide a heat output at a part load > 50%, the part load output and
related useful efficiency shall be established on the basis of intermittent operation (whereby the
values will be the average over the time period needed for intermittent operation), using the
lowest heat output value provided by the product.
For all LSH within scope the electric power consumption in standby mode shall be established
while the product is in standby mode (or other modes allowed under the definition of standby
mode).

Calculations for Seasonal Energy efficiency
The seasonal energy efficiency of LSH
[ ]

is defined as:
(

)
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∑ ()





is the active mode efficiency

is the Biomass Conversion Coefficient (1.4 for solid biomass fuel, 1.0 for other
fuels).

∑ ()

( )

( )

( )

( )

Solid fuel fired LSH


is the useful efficiency at rated heat output

, using the GCVar of the fuel, in

[%]

Gaseous and liquid fuel fired LSH (except warm air, luminous and radiant heaters)


is the useful efficiency at rated heat output

, using the GCV of the fuel, in [%]

Electric LSH


is 40, in [%]

Warm air units
[ ]



(

)

is the useful efficiency at rated heat output, using the GCV of the fuel [%]



is the useful efficiency at part load heat output of 50%, using the GCV of the fuel
[%]
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Fthrow is as specified in the equation below:

[ ]



(

)

is the rated heat output, in [kW]



is the heat output at a part load of 50%, in [kW]



is the air volume displaced per hour at rated heat output, in [m3/h].

Luminous and tube heaters
(
(

[ ]


)
)

is the useful efficiency at rated heat output, using the GCV of the fuel [%]



is the useful efficiency at a part load heat output of 50%, using the GCV of the fuel
[%]



RF is the Radiant Factor of the product, dimensionless [-]

Correction factors
Note that ( ) is deducted from

, which means a positive value will reduce the

.

Factors F(1) and F(2) combined give an indication of the product's abilities to meet the actual
heat demand, whereby F(1) addresses the possibility for part load operation and F(2) the control
over the actual indoor heating comfort provided.
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F(1) addresses the capacity of the product to adapt its heat output to the heat output actually
needed . A default correction of 5% applies, which can be recuperated partly or in total if the
control options below are applied.
Table 13 Correction factor (F1)

F(1) = A + B

Correction

For all heaters within scope:

A = 5%

For fuel fired heaters and electric heaters except electric storage heaters equipped with:
1 single stage output

B = - 0%

2 two-stage output

B = - 2.5%

3 variable output

B = - 5%

Electric storage heater equipped with:
1 no automated charge control (e.g. manual on/off)

B = - 0%

2 medium automated charge which takes into account residual charge (e.g.
charge thermostat)

B = - 2.5%

3 full automated charge control which takes into account the residual
charge combined with automated charging according outdoor temperature
and/or fan assisted heat output

B = - 5%

F(2) addresses how well the heat output of the product is controlled with respect to required
levels of indoor heating comfort. A default correction of 5% applies, which can be recuperated
partly or in total if the control options below are applied.
Table 14 Correction factor F(2)

F(2) = A + B + C

Correction

For all heaters within scope:

A = 5%

If the heaters is equipped with:
1 manual control of heat output (includes remote control)

B =- 0%

2 product thermostat

B = -0.5%

3 on/off room thermostat

B = - 1%

4 modulating room thermostat (can only be applied if F(1) is “variable

B = - 2.5%
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F(2) = A + B + C

Correction

output” or “full automated charge”)
5. if either option 2 to 4 is combined with a 'programmable timer'

C = - 2.5%

6. if the unit provides 'distance control'

C= - 2.5%

F(3) is the correction on auxiliary electricity.
( )



is the maximum electric power consumption, in [kW]. For electric LSH elmax is 0
kW by default.



is the minimum electric power consumption, in [kW]. For electric LSH elmin is 0
kW by default.



is the standby electric power consumption, in [kW]



is the rated heat output of the product, in [kW]

F(4) is the correction on power consumption of ignition features and applies to fuel fired LSH
only.
It can be calculated using either the default values indicated in Table 15 or the formula below.
Table 15 Correction factor (F4)

F(4)

Correction

Correction on pilot flame losses (fuel fired heaters only)
1 if pilot flame fuel consumption not equal to zero

- 1%

2 if pilot flame fuel consumption equal to zero

+ 0%

( )



is the pilot flame fuel consumption, in [kW].
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is the rated heat output of the product, in [kW]
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ANNEX III - ECODESIGN
Annex III-1: Measurement and calculations
1. For the purposes of compliance and verification of compliance with the requirements of this
proposed Regulation, measurements and calculations shall be made using a reliable, accurate
and reproducible method, which takes into account the generally recognised state of the art
methods, and whose results are deemed to be of low uncertainty, including methods set out in
documents the reference numbers of which have been published for that purpose in the
Official Journal of the European Union. They shall fulfil all of the following technical
parameters.

Annex III-2: Verification procedure for market surveillance purposes
For the purposes of compliance and verification of compliance with the requirements of this
proposed Regulation, measurements and calculations shall be made using harmonised standards
the reference numbers of which have been published in the Official Journal of the European
Union, or other reliable, accurate and reproducible methods, which take into account the
generally recognised state of the art methods, and whose results are deemed to be of low
uncertainty.
1. The Member State authorities shall test one single unit per model and provide the
information on the test results to the authorities of the other Member States.
2. The LSH shall be considered to comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation if:
a. The declared values comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation;
b. For LSH using solid fuels, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s is not more
than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
c. For LSH using liquid fuels, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s is not
more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
d. For LSH using gaseous fuels, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s is not
more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
e. For LSH using electricity, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s has to be
identical to the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
f. For LSH using solid fuels, the emissions of PM, CO and OGC are not more that 10%
higher that the declared value;
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3. If the result referred to in point 2 is not achieved, the Member States authorities shall
randomly select three additional units of the same model for testing and provide the
information on the test results to the authorities of the other Member States and to the
Commission within one month of testing.
4. The LSH shall be considered to comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation if:
a. The declared values comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation;
b. For LSH using solid fuels, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s is not more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated
heat output of the unit;
c. For LSH using liquid fuels, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s is not more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated
heat output of the unit;
d. For LSH using gaseous fuels, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s is not more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated
heat output of the unit;
e. For LSH using electricity, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s has to be identical to the declared value at the rated heat output
of the unit;
f. For LSH using solid fuels, the average of the three units for emissions of PM, CO and
OGC are not more that 10% higher that the declared value;
5. If the results referred to in point 4 are not achieved, the model shall be considered not to
comply with this proposed Regulation.
6. Member State authorities shall use the measurement and calculation methods set out in
Annex III-5.

Annex III-3: Indicative benchmarks
At the tame of entry into force of this proposed Regulation, the best available technology on the
market for LSH in terms of seasonal space heating energy efficiency and emissions of PM, CO
and OGC was identified as follows:
1. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using solid fuels, open fires:
42%;
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2. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using solid fuels, closed
fires: 98%;
3. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using solid fuels (pellets):
106%;
4. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using solid fuels, cookers:
92%;
5. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using liquid or gaseous
fuels, open fires: 36%;
6. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using liquid or gaseous
fuels, closed fires: 63%;
7. Benchmark for seasonal space heating energy efficiency of LSH using electricity: 40%;
8. Benchmark for warm air heaters: 99%;
9. Benchmark for luminous heaters: 90%;
10. Benchmark for tube heaters: 85%;
11. Benchmark for emissions of LSH using solid fuels, open fire:
a. CO: 3500 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
b. OGC: 80 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
c. PM: 40 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
12. Benchmark for emissions of LSH using solid fuels, closed fire:
a. CO: 1250 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
b. OGC: 80 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
c. PM: 40 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
13. Benchmark for emissions of LSH using solid fuels, closed fire using pellets:
a. CO: 250 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
b. OGC: 40 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
c. PM: 30 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
14. Benchmark for emissions of LSH using solid fuels, cooker:
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a. CO: 1500 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
b. OGC: 80 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
c. PM: 40 mg/m3 at 13%O2;
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ANNEX IV - ENERGY LABELLING
Annex IV-1: Label design
1. The design of the label for LSH shall be as follows;
Local space heaters in seasonal space heating efficiency classes A+++ to G

a. The following information shall be included in the label:
I. Supplier's name or trade mark;
II. Supplier's model identifier;
III. The space heating function;
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IV. The seasonal space heating energy efficiency class, determined in accordance
with the procedures indicated in this proposed Regulation; the head of the
arrow containing the seasonal space heating energy efficiency class of the
LSH shall be place at the same height as the head of the relevant energy
efficiency class;
V. The rated heat output in kW, rounded to the nearest integer,
b. The design aspects of the label for LSH shall be in accordance with point 2 of this
Annex
If the appliance is a dual fuel LSH, the label shall be as follows;
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2. The design of the label for LSH shall be the following:
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Whereby:
(a)
The label shall be at least 105 mm wide and 200 mm high. Where the label is printed in a
larger format, its content shall nevertheless remain proportionate to the specifications
above.
(b)

The background shall be white.

(c)

Colours are coded as CMYK — cyan, magenta, yellow and black, following this
example: 00-70-X-00: 0% cyan, 70% magenta, 100% yellow, 0% black.

(d)

The label shall fulfil all of the following requirements (numbers refer to the figure
above):
EU label border stroke: 4 pt, colour: cyan 100%, round corners: 3,5 mm.
EU logo: Colours: X-80-00-00 and 00-00-X-00.
Energy label: Colour: X-00-00-00. Pictogram as depicted: EU logo + energy label:
width: 86 mm, height: 17 mm.
Sub-logos border: 1 pt, colour: cyan 100%, length: 86 mm.
A+++-G scale:
Arrow: height: 5 mm, gap: 1,3 mm, colours:
Highest class: X-00-X-00,
Second class: 70-00-X-00,
Third class: 30-00-X-00,
Fourth class: 00-00-X-00,
Fifth class: 00-30-X-00,
Sixth class: 00-70-X-00,
Seventh class: 00-X-X-00,
Eight class: 00-X-X-00,
Last class: 00-X-X-00,
Text: Calibri bold 14 pt, capitals, white, ‘+’ symbols: superscript, aligned on a single
row;
Seasonal space heating energy efficiency class:
Arrow: width: 22 mm, height: 12 mm, 100% black,
Text: Calibri bold 24 pt, capitals, white, ‘+’ symbols: superscript, aligned on a single
row.
Rated heat output:
Border: 2 pt – colour: cyan 100% – round corners: 3,5 mm,
Value ‘XYZ’: Calibri bold 45 pt, 100% black,
Text ‘kW’: Calibri regular 30 pt, 100% black.
Number of Regulation and reference year:
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Text: Calibri bold 10 pt.
Supplier’s name or trademark.
Supplier’s model identifier:
The suppliers’ name or trade mark and model identifier shall fit in a space of 86 x 12
mm.

Annex IV-2: Product fiche
1. The product fiche shall contain the following information;
Manufacturer
Model identification
Type
Fuel used for assessment
Seasonal space heating efficiency

[%]

Rated output power

[kW]

Efficiency at rated power, based on net calorific value fo fuel

[%]

Efficiency at part load power, based on net calorific value fo [%]
fuel
Part load output as percentage of rated output

[%]

Emissions of CO at rated power

[mg/Nm3 at 13% O2]

Emissions of OGC at rated power

[mg/Nm3 at 13% O2]

Emissions of PM at rated power

[mg/Nm3 at 13% O2]

Control options applied (use descriptions provided)
F(1):
F(2):
1.1

The information in the product fiche of the LSH shall be provided in the following order
and shall be included in the product brochure or other literature provided with the
product:
a. supplier’s name or trademark;
b. supplier’s model identifier;
c. the seasonal space heating energy efficiency class of the model, determined in
accordance with the section "Labelling", Table 11;
d. the rated heat output in kW, rounded to the nearest integer;
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e. the seasonal space heating energy efficiency in %, rounded to the nearest integer
and calculated in accordance with point 3 of Annex II, point, calculations for
seasonal energy efficiency;
f. any specific precautions that shall be taken when the space heater is assembled,
installed or maintained;
1.2

One fiche may cover a number of LSH models supplied by the same supplier.

1.3

The information contained in the fiche may be given in the form of a copy of the label,
either in colour or in black and white. Where this is the case, the information listed in
point 1 not already displayed on the label shall also be provided.

Annex IV-3: Technical documentation
1. The technical documentation referred to in Chapter on "Responsibilities of suppliers and
timetable" shall include:
a. the name and address of the supplier;
b. a description of the space heater model sufficient for its unambiguous
identification;
c. where appropriate, the references of the harmonised standards applied;
d. where appropriate, the other technical standards and specifications used;
e. the identification and signature of the person empowered to bind the supplier;
f. for boiler space heaters the technical parameter as set out in Table 5, measured
and calculated in accordance with Annex IV-5;
g. any specific precautions that shall be taken when the space heater is assembled,
installed or maintained.

Annex IV-4: Information to be provided in cases where end-uses cannot be expected to
see the product displayed
The information referred to in Chapter on "Responsibilities of dealers" shall be provided in the
following order:
a. the seasonal space heating energy efficiency class of the model, determined in
accordance with the section "Labelling", Table 11;
b. the rated heat output in kW, rounded to the nearest integer;
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c. the seasonal space heating energy efficiency in %, rounded to the nearest integer
and calculated in accordance with point 3 of Annex II, point, calculations for
seasonal energy efficiency;
The size and font in which the information referred in point 1 is printed or shown shall be
legible.

Annex IV-5: Measurement and calculations
1. For the purposes of compliance and verification of compliance with the requirements of this
proposed Regulation, measurements and calculations shall be made using harmonised
standards the reference numbers of which have been published for this purpose in the Official
Journal of the European Union, or using other reliable, accurate and reproducible methods
that take into account the generally recognised state-of-the-art methods. They shall meet the
conditions and technical parameters set out in points 2 to 6.
2. General conditions for measurements and calculations.
a. For the purposes of the measuments set out in points 3 to 6 the indoor ambient
temperature shall be set at 20ºC.
b. For the purposes of the calculations set out in points 3 to 6, electricity
consumption shall be multiplied by a conversion coefficient CC of 2.5.
c. Declared values for rated heat output, seasonal space heating energy efficiency
and annual energy consumption shall be rounded to the nearest integer.

Annex IV-6: Verification procedure for market surveillance purposes
For the purposes of assessing the conformity with the requirements laid down in Chapter on
"Responsibilities of suppliers and timetable" and in Chapter on "Responsibilities of dealers", the
authorities of the Member States shall apply the following verification procedure:

1. The Member State authorities shall test one single unit per model and provide the
information on the test results to the authorities of the other Member States.
2. The LSH shall be considered to comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation if:
a. The declared values comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation;
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b. For LSH using solid fuels, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s is not more
than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
c. For LSH using liquid fuels, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s is not
more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
d. For LSH using gaseous fuels, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s is not
more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
e. For LSH using electricity, the seasonal space heating energy efficiency s has to be
identical to the declared value at the rated heat output of the unit;
f. For LSH using solid fuels, the emissions of PM, CO and OGC are not more that 10%
higher that the declared value;
3. If the result referred to in point 2 is not achieved, the Member States authorities shall
randomly select three additional units of the same model for testing and provide the
information on the test results to the authorities of the other Member States and to the
Commission within on month of testing.
4. The LSH shall be considered to comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation if:
a. The declared values comply with the requirements set out in this proposed
Regulation;
b. For LSH using solid fuels, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s is not more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated
heat output of the unit;
c. For LSH using liquid fuels, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s is not more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated
heat output of the unit;
d. For LSH using gaseous fuels, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s is not more than 6% lower that the declared value at the rated
heat output of the unit;
e. For LSH using electricity, the average of the three units for seasonal space heating
energy efficiency s has to be identical to the declared value at the rated heat output
of the unit;
f. For LSH using solid fuels, the average of the three units for emissions of PM, CO and
OGC are not more that 10% higher that the declared value;
5. If the results referred to in point 4 are not achieved, the model shall be considered not to
comply with this proposed Regulation.
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6. Member State authorities shall use the measurement and calculation methods set out in
Annex III-1.
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Appendix A - Overview of LSH energy efficiency requirements in EN standards, UK, DE and preparatory studies
Table 16 LSH energy efficiency requirements in EN standards, UK, DE and preparatory studies
Lot 15 Base
Cases

BC1 Open
fireplace

BC2 Closed
fireplace / inset

Description

EN
Standards

BImSchV-1

European
'EN'
Minimum

UK Suggested
Minimum

Net %

Gross %

Net %

Description / Net %
(open fireplaces not regulated
in BImSchV)

lot 15
MEPS

Lot 15
Base Case

Lot 15
BAT

"G"

"D/C"

"A"

Net %

Net %

NCV

30%

(not in Lot
15)

~40%

Open fire (inset)

EN 13229

30%

37%

41%

Open fire (freestanding
convector)

EN 13229

30%

47%

52%

Open fire (inset
convector)

EN 13229

30%

45% mineral

50%

--

43% wood

47%

~50%

Open fire + boiler

EN 13229

30%

50%

55%

--

Open fire + high output
boiler

EN 13229

30%

63%

69%

--

x

EN 13229
or EN
13240

30% or
50%

65%

72%

Kamineinsätze:
- 75% / closed
Kachelöfeneinsätze:

30%

HETAS
BAT

30%
or
50%

70%

78%

50%

70%

79%

--

~85%

- 80% / Flachfeurung
- 80% / Fullfeurung
BC3 Wood stove

Dry room heater stove

EN 13240

50%

65%

72%

(BC4 Coal stove)

Raumheizer mit:
- 73% Flachfuerung,
Zeitbrand

(Coal: not
in Lot 15)

- 70% Fullfeurung,
Dauerbrand
BC5 Cookers

Room heater with boiler

EN 13240

50%

67%

74%

(see Raumheizer?)

Cooker

EN 12815

60%

65% mineral

60% wood

Herde: 70%

55% wood

60%

65%

78%

~79-80%

Heizungsherde / with boiler:
75%

BC6 Slow heat
Release stove

Masonry heater

EN 15250

70%

-

-

Speichereinzelfeurstätten:
75%

70%

80%

82%

--

BC7 Pellet stove

Pellet Stove without
boiler

EN 14785

70% part
load / 75%
full

70% nominal

72%

Pelletöfen:

75%

88%

90% *

~93%

Pellet Stove with boiler

65% part load
75% nominal
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- 85% ohne Wassertasche
--

Pelletöfen:

~95%

Lot 15 Base
Cases

Description

EN
Standards

European
'EN'
Minimum

UK Suggested
Minimum

BImSchV-1

70% part load

- 90% mit Wassertasche

lot 15
MEPS

Lot 15
Base Case

Lot 15
BAT

HETAS
BAT
~91%

no BC

Independent boiler, hand
fired batch fed - anthracite
or wood log

EN 12809

wood:65%
upwards

65%

--

x

x

x

x

no BC

Independent boiler,
gravity fed - anthracite

EN 12809

anthr:70%
upwards

<20.5 kW
70%

avg 77%

x

x

x

x

avg 72%

x

x

x

x

n.a.

n.a.

65%

94%

n.a.

n.a.

42%

80%
(closed
fire)

>20.5 kW
75%
no BC

Independent boiler,
automatic feed - wood
chips or pellets

EN 12809,
or EN
14785 or
EN 303-5

EN 12809
wood:65%
upwards

nominal 75%
part load 70%

Gas/liquid/electric LSH
Residential LSH
BC1 gas heater

BC2 gas fire (can
be open front)

(closed fire fuel heaters)

(open fire fuel heaters)

EN 613
(incl. live
fuel effect),
EN 1266
(fanned
flue)
EN
13278:2003
open front
gas heaters

fanned flue:
72%

fanned
flue: 80%

convection:
63% (also
BBU) / 58%

convection:
70 (also
BBU) /
64%

oil-fired: 60%

oil fired:
64%
BS 79771:2002

open fronted:
45%
live fuel
effect: 40%

no BC

fluelessfuel heater

gas: EN
14829:2007

gas 'decorative fuel effect'
heater

EN
509:2000

live fuel
effect: 44%

no MEPS

no MEPS /
default
90% for
SAP

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

no MEPS

no MEPS/
default

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

liquid: EN
449:2002
no BC

open
fronted:
50%
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Lot 15 Base
Cases

Description

EN
Standards

European
'EN'
Minimum

BImSchV-1

UK Suggested
Minimum

lot 15
MEPS

Lot 15
Base Case

Lot 15
BAT

20% for
SAP

BC3 portable
electric

no UK MEPS

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BC4 fixed
electric convector

time and temp.control,
integral or external

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BC5a static
electric storage

automatic charge control

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

temp.control by control of
heat output

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BC6a primay
electric
underfloor

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BC6b secondary
electric
underfloor

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BC5b dynamic
electric storage

Non-residential LSH
BC7 warm air
unit heater

EN 1020

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

89%

103%

BC8a luminous
heater

EN 419-2

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

86%**

91%

BC8b tube heater

EN 416-2

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

85%

94%

n.a.: means "not assessed" or not available
*: very close to safe operation limits if operated without fanned flue
**: Different to Final report Lot 20, Task 8: probably error in text
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HETAS
BAT

APPENDIX B - ILLUSTRATION OF SCOPE / PRODUCT TYPES
In order to present to readers some clarification of the products covered by this Working
Document and of products which are not, this section gives some illustrations for the terms used
to describe products in this Working Document.
Excluded from the scope are solid fuel heaters that are 'one-off' fireplaces, made from masonry
materials. These are not factory produced and, although efficiency is poor, enforcement of any
measure will be extremely difficult.

Included in the scope are solid fuel heaters produced as insets (into existing or new fireplaces),
or free-standing products (like many stoves). Illustrations of such products are shown below.
Local Space Heaters (LSH)
The categorisation used in this Working Document is as follows:


Open Fires



Closed Fires



Cookers



Flueless LSH



LSH with indirect heating functionality



Electric LSH (fixed or portable)
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Warm air heaters



Tube heaters



Luminous heaters

Open fire

Open fire heater means a local space heater, using gaseous, liquid or solid fuels, of which the
supply of air for combustion cannot be controlled by the product itself, which is sealed to a
chimney or fireplace opening (thereby sealing off possible entry of ambient air or escape of
products of combustion and restricting the passing of products of combustion) or requires a flue
duct for the evacuation of products of combustion.
Closed fire

Closed fire heater means a local space heater, using gaseous, liquid or solid fuels, which allows
control over the supply of air for combustion by manipulating the product itself and which is
sealed to a chimney or fireplace (thereby sealing off possible entry of ambient air or escape of
products of combustion and restricting the passing of products of combustion) or requires a flue
duct for the evacuation of products of combustion.
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Cookers

Cooker means a local space heater that integrates in one enclosure the function of a local space
heater, or a LSH with indirect heating functionality, and a hob and/or oven to be used for
prepraration of food and which is sealed to a chimney or fireplace (thereby sealing off possible
entry of ambient air or escape of products of combustion and restricting the passing of products
of combustion) or requires a flue duct for the evacuation of products of combustion.
Flueless fires

Flue-less heater means a local space heater, using gaseous or liquid fuels, of which the products
of combustion are emitted in the space the product is situated and which are not luminous
heaters.
LSH with indirect heating functionality

Indirect heating functionality means the product is capable of transferring part of the total heat
output to water, for use as space heating or domestic hot water generation.
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Electric LSH

Fixed heater means a local space heater, using electricity to generate heat, which is
(semi)permanently attached to the building fabric and which is not capable of storing thermal
energy.
Storage heater means a local space heater, using electricity to generate heat, which is
(semi)permanently attached to the building fabric and which is capable of storing thermal
energy.

Portable heater means a local space heater, using electricity to generate heat and which is not
(semi)permanently attached to the building fabric.
Electric heater means a heater that is either a portable heater, fixed heater or storage heater.

There also exist on the market electric LSH with decorative effect.
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Warm air heaters

Warm air unit heater means a local space heater, using gaseous or liquid fuels, which is
equipped with a fan for the distribution of heat over the space it is situated and is intended to be
used in connection to a flue duct or chimney for evacuation of products of combustion and which
is not intended to be connected to ducts to transport the warm air to other spaces.
Luminous heaters

Luminous heater means a local space heater, using gaseous fuels, of which the burner is to be
directed towards the place of use so that the heat emission of the burner, being predominantly
infrared radiation, directly warms the subjects to be heated and of which the products of
combustion are emitted in the space the heater is situated.
Tube heaters

Tube heater means a local space heater, using gaseous fuels, which is equipped with a single
burner, placed in a tubular enclosure, which heats up due to the combustion taking place; which
is to be placed near the place of use, so that the subjects to be heated are directly warmed by
primarily the infrared radiation from the tubular enclosure, which can be directed; and of which
the products of combustion are to be evacuated through a flue duct.
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Decorative fires

Open or closed gas fires with decorative effect using ceramic or other materials to mimic burning
wood.
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